
Letters to the editor

AS A PARTICIPANT IN THE early
stages of seeking recognition from the Na-
tional Research Council (NRC), I am writ-
ing to expand on Ted Glasser’s presiden-
tial column in the January 2003 AEJMC
News. My purpose is not to answer the ques-
tions Ted raised. My aim is to suggest what
AEJMC members might gain from NRC
recognition.

The NRC web page explains that the
Council is part of the National Academies
group that includes the National Academy
of Sciences, National Academy of Engi-
neering and the Institute of Medicine. The
site states: “The Research Council was or-
ganized by the National Academy of Sci-
ences in 1916 to associate the broad com-
munity of science and technology with the
Academy’s purposes of further knowledge
and advising the federal government (ital-
ics mine).” Most of what you find at the
NRC Web site relates to this mission and
to projects conducted by the NRC in pur-
suit of this mission. A relatively small pro-
portion of the information available at the
site addresses the proposed ranking of doc-
toral programs. In reality, the ranking pro-
cess is not particularly important to the ba-
sic purposes of the NRC, and many within
the Council question whether such a rank-
ing process is appropriate for the NRC.

Why then should we bother to seek rec-
ognition through the ranking process? I see
two reasons. First, we are all aware of pres-
sures within the United States to curtail First
Amendment rights. Whether it results from
fear of terrorism or political expediency, the
danger to our freedoms is real and will
likely grow. In addition to this concern, our
country continues to struggle with regula-
tion of advertising and the telecommunica-
tion industries. From censorship of the In-
ternet to broadcast ownership rules, the
Federal Communication Commission and
Congress have the power to affect what citi-
zens see and hear, and as an extension of
that, what we teach and research. The abil-
ity of scholars within the various areas of
communications to contribute to the public
debate would be enhanced greatly by NRC

recognition. The NRC offers advice to gov-
ernment, and if AEJMC scholars want to
add to that public discourse, NRC recogni-
tion will help them achieve that goal.

Second, recognition will increase the like-
lihood that communication scholars will re-
ceive research funding from quasi-govern-
ment agencies such as the National Science
Foundation and the National Institute of
Health. These funding organizations invest
in scholarship, and NRC recognition would
certify communications as a scholarly field.
In addition, NRC recognition opens the
door to greater participation in NRC-spon-
sored research projects.
         It would be naive to think that NRC
recognition would not have an impact on
university resource allocations. In some
cases, it would help various programs in
the field of communications including jour-
nalism and mass communication. In other
cases, it might hurt such programs. We do
need to address questions raised by Ted in
his column, but I hope the discussion will
address more than just the self-interest of
various programs. I hope we also discuss
our role as scholars in society. This would
include answering questions such as:
Should AEJMC members participate in
public policy debates? Is AEJMC members’
research of high enough quality to contrib-
ute to policy debates? If AEJMC members
aim to contribute more to public policy de-
bates, will NRC recognition improve the
ability to contribute?
        In 1947, the Hutchins Commission
recommended that universities establish
centers of advanced knowledge about mass
media. I believe we have done that and that
those centers have outstanding scholars. If
AEJMC members want that scholarship to
be better funded and to reach a larger audi-
ence of policy makers, recognition by NRC
will help to accomplish that goal. Partici-
pating in the ranking process is simply a
necessary means to that end.

STEPHEN LACY, PROFESSOR
Michigan State University

        THIS IS IN RESPONSE TO Ted
Glasser’s thoughtful column in January’s
AEJMC News about potential rankings of
journalism and mass communications doc-
toral programs by the National Research
Council.
         I certainly concur that the field of
communications has long since established
itself as a legitimate and important research
discipline. The impact of mass communi-
cations on every aspect of contemporary life
is self-evident to any thinking person, and
the better we understand this phenomenon
the better society is served.
        That being said, I think Ted is right to
ask questions about the potential “perils of
this legitimacy,” to borrow his phrase. I for
one am less than sanguine about the likely
fallout of NRC rankings. Ours is a field that
has been working hard to close the divide
between practitioners and researchers even
as it diversifies areas of scholarly inquiry.
It seems to me the introduction of NRC
rankings might well blunt both efforts in
cementing the divide and in homogenizing
communications and journalism research.
        The University of Maryland is one of
those places where Ph.D. programs in com-
munications reside in more than one unit
in the journalism school, which I oversee,
and in a separate school of communications.
Both programs are rigorous, and both have
commendable aims. But we differ markedly
in approaches, in subjects examined, in the
types and venues of publication. How
would the NRC analysis proceed in such a
case? Would one program be examined?
Would both? And using what measures? I
think it’s clear that if the traditional NRC
formula is applied, as is likely, then tradi-
tional outcomes can be expected. And that
would have the result of marginalizing less
traditional, if no less valid, approaches.

Given that AEJMC represents such a
variety of programs, and given how con-
tentious NRC rankings might be among the
member schools, AEJMC might well wish
to remain agnostic on this question.

THOMAS KUNKEL, DEAN
University of Maryland
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